Afro-Métis Nation
They honour the legacy of their ancestors
and highlight the injustices they faced.
By Pat Langston

“A

fro-Métis” may look
like a word you
should know but odds
are you’ve never
seen it or encountered the fraught history
it encapsulates unless you’ve heard The
Afro-Métis Nation’s album Constitution.
Created by four musicians and one poet,
all of mixed black and Indigenous ancestry, the musically diverse, no-holds-barred
album of original and adapted material
honours ancestors and others who have survived and ultimately thrived in the face of
harsh marginalization in Canada, especially
in Nova Scotia.
Some of the album’s creators—all of them
have roots in Nova Scotia—were largely
unaware of the significance of their mixed
heritage before joining forces on the project
in 2016.
“I was totally oblivious. It was just some
fact in my background,” says musician
Chris White, who is of black and Mi’kmaq
heritage and co-founded the Ottawa Folk
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Festival.
“I didn’t know there were 46 black communities in Nova Scotia and they were right
beside the Indigenous communities. They
were both in the worst possible parts of the
province; they both got shafted because it
was all about economics. That’s why there
was lots of intermingling.”
Those of mixed blood didn’t advertise
the fact, he says. Black or Indigenous, you
were already in a minority, so why double
your oppression by acknowledging your full
heritage?
White likely would have remained oblivious had his cousin, Toronto-based poet
George Elliott Clarke, not contacted him
a few years ago about collaborating on an
album.
Clarke, former Canadian Parliament poet
laureate, had been working with another
contributor to the record, Toronto’s powerhouse singer (and his and White’s cousin)
Shelley Hamilton. That’s when Clarke’s
daughter suggested that he and Hamilton
make an album.
Intrigued, Clarke says he suddenly
realized, “Gosh, I’ve got a lot of cousins
involved in music.” So he reached out to
another Toronto relative, veteran musician
‘Sugar Plum’ Croxen, and to White with the
vague idea of making an album.
Clarke and Hamilton had been doing

some research into their own ancestry,
and, says Clarke, “When [some of us] got
together in the summer of 2016, we realized
that we all had a black-Indigenous heritage
and said, ‘Let’s sing about it!’.”
Hamilton was immediately onboard.
“I’m all about knowing other people’s histories, and this is another part of Canadian
history I can tell people about,” she says—
as was Croxen, a proud member of Nova
Scotia’s Eastern Woodland Métis Nation.
“George and I had been talking about
doing an album since 2010,” he says. “I
participated in this project for the Afro-Métis awareness, the music, and (I hoped) I
would have fun on the journey!”
Ottawa musician Russ Kelley, whose
black ancestry includes some Indigenous
blood, is the only non-family member of the
fivesome.
“I struggle with writer’s block big time,
and I was wandering around desperately
looking for something that would get me
writing,” he says. “When Chris mentioned
the project, I thought, ‘If I put myself on the
line, then something might happen.’ Fortunately it did, and I got two songs out of it.”
The album, a continually surprising blend
of Celtic, African, Indigenous, and other
musical influences that was nominated for
a Canadian Folk Music Award in 2019, is
direct and often raw.

Clarke’s For the Murdered and the Missing, for instance, is an unforgettable indictment of a country and government that have
stood by during centuries of what Clarke
can only call a massacre. It’s actually poetry
and so recited, not sung, but his delivery
has a furious musical conviction.
The piece is framed as a series of questions— “Why she gotta go missing? Why
she gotta be murdered?”—which, says
Clarke, are meant to echo civil rights and
ban-the-bomb songs such as Where Have
All the Flowers Gone?
Written some years ago, the piece also
leaves no doubt as to his position on Indigenous justice issues. Clarke came under
attack earlier this year over a scheduled
lecture on those issues at the University of
Regina and his friendship with poet Stephen
Brown, who was imprisoned for the 1995
murder of Pamela George, a First Nations
woman. If you ever doubted Clarke’s
stance, this piece alone will set you straight.
Croxon’s contributions include his loose,
bluesy Bannock and Beans (“Bannock
and beans, that’s what my kukum made
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for me / Bannock and beans, it’s okay with
me”) and other tunes, including People are
People (“Black, white or red / Some are
happy, some are sad / Prejudice makes me
so mad”).
White, accompanied by Ken Whiteley
on banjo and other musicians, pays tribute
in the simply titled William Andrew to the
textured life of his grandfather, Rev. Capt.
William A. White.
The son of American slaves, William
White was the first black commissioned
officer in the Canadian Expeditionary Force
when he served during the First World War
and he was the Canadian Army’s only black
chaplain. He later became a leader in Nova
Scotia’s black community.
Elsewhere, White honours Viola Desmond, the civil rights activist whose refusal
to leave the whites-only section of a Nova
Scotia theatre in 1946 landed her likeness
on our current $10 bill. Singing Viola is “an
upbeat song about racial discrimination but
it’s meant to be hopeful,” says White.
Hamilton’s contributions include Skin, an
a cappella track about the self-destructive

advantages blacks with lighter skin can
have over those with darker skin. She also
sings More of This Land, her funny, biting
song about the idiocy of assuming you have
more claim to this country than someone
whose ancestors actually pre-date yours.
If the album has “a tenor that makes you
uncomfortable, then we need to discuss it,
and that’s what art is about,” she says. “I’d
like people to take away that this is not just
an album of music but a document of the
history of people who didn’t have a voice.”
Kelley has contributed It’s a Wonder, a
celebration of ancestors who escaped slavery so he could walk free, and We Need a
Lot of Love, with its 1960s vibe of optimism
that we can overcome hatred if we stand
together.
“The thing about racism is you never
know where it will raise its head. It could
be just a glance, but it’s always a surprise,”
he says. “Music gives comfort and tells you
you’re not alone.”
Speaking of the entire album, he says, “I
think these songs will resonate across races.
Everyone is more mixed than we know.”
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